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Abstract 
 
Nowdays the application of wireless communication system at the 
airport area is very important as it is used to support the services 
and savety of people. In the beginning the communication is done by 
using Handy Talkie (HT) and the communication is limited on voice. 
To increase the working operation and savety of public the data 
communication,  besides the voice, is needed. This research is 
designed to use wireless communication using TETRA technology on 
frequency 450 MHz by counting the linkbudget and are coverage of 
the airport. The calculation shows that the more the distance 
between Tx and Rx, the bigger the pathloss will be. When the 
distance is 5 km, the pathloss reaches 144,46dBm on the antenna 
receiver 1,25m. Menwhile the Rx heigh antenna does not have any 
significance effect on the pathloss. The coverage area for the plan can 
reach the distance 3,3 km when the power of transmission is 33 dBm 
which is enough to cover the whole area of the airport.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 Nowdays, the application of wireless communication system at the 
airport area is very important as it is used to give qualified services and 
savety of public. In the beginning the operation of communication between 
workers is done by using Handy Talkie (HT). HT is a device of analog 
communication that is limited onlu on voice rather than data. This 
communication does not support quick and safe operation. Therefore, to 
increase the efficiency of working and safe transportation,  better 
communication system is needed. The communication should be able to send 
not only the voice but also the data. The data communiation is able to ease 
the process of uploading /down loading from the control room to all area in 
the airport, besides the data transmission can be used to transmit the video 
for the security of location.   
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 The design of TETRA technology for wireless communication is 
influenced mostly by the environment condition. In the area of Juanda 
Airport, the communication has pathloss which is getting bigger when the 
distance of Tx – Rx is getting far. When the distance is 5 km and antenna 
height is 1.25 m, the pathloss is 144.46 dBm. The height of antenna does not 
influence the value of pathloss. The plan design for the coverage area in the 
airport is reached when the distance is 3.3 km and transmission power is +33 
dBm. This distance, 3.3 km, is fairly enough for making good communication 
in all area in the airport.   
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